CDC Admits Flu Vaccines Don’t Work (which is why you
need a new one every year)
By Mike Adams, Natural News

I’m always amused by the purchasing process of electronics or appliances at big box
stores. On one hand, as their sales associate calmly explains to you, whatever product
you’re buying is such high quality that you’ll be extremely satisfied with your purchase.
But on the other hand, it’s also such a complete piece of junk that you’d be smart to add
on a two-year extended warranty so that when the gizmo breaks five seconds after you
open the box, you can get a replacement for free.
The CDC and the vaccine industry are fronting a similar bit of contradictory logic. “Our
vaccines work so well that they offer almost total immunity from the flu,” they claim. And
yet somehow they also work so poorly that they “wear off” after a year and require you to
be re-vaccinated annually.
This is The Great Big Lie of the vaccine industry: The lie that says you have be re-vaccinated each and every year, often with the exact same strains you were vaccinated with
the previous year. The coming winter flu vaccines for 2011, for example, are being manufactured with the same strains as the 2010 flu vaccines.
But if vaccines work so amazingly well as the CDC and the vaccine industry (fraudulently)
suggests, then why do you need the same shot year after year?
Well, according to the CDC, “Vaccines wear off.”

Vaccines wear off, they say
Yep, that’s their cover story. The vaccines “wear off.”
But hold on a minute. There’s something fishy about this. Because human antibodies
normally last a lifetime, remember? That’s why you don’t get the chicken pox over and
over again; because the first time you got the chicken pox as a kid, your body created
chicken pox antibodies and those antibodies last a lifetime.
Thus, your immune system offers you lifetime immunity from the chicken pox.
The vaccine industry false tries to claim its vaccines work exactly the same way: They
cause the body to produce antibodies against a certain viral strain. But there’s something you’re not being told about vaccines: They don’t really produce the same quality
and strength of antibodies that your own body would produce from a natural infection and
recovery. That’s why the vaccines “wear off” and leave you with zero protection from the
very strains they inoculate you against.
In other words, vaccines don’t work as advertised. And that’s why the vaccine industry has to keep pushing the same vaccine strains year after year. Because, think about it:
If vaccines actually worked as intended, they would give you lifetime immunity against
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whatever strains you were injected with, right? And yet the CDC now openly admits vaccines don’t offer that at all:
“This year’s flu shot will be a duplicate of last year’s because the same flu strains are still
circulating,” reports the Associated Press in an article about the CDC. “Government
health officials are urging nearly everyone to get this fall’s flu shot. They say a vaccine’s protection can fade significantly after several months.” (http://news.yahoo.com/s/
ap/20110527...)
Vaccine protection fades after a few months? Well then, vaccines must not actually
cause the body to react with producing its own antibodies, because those antibodies,
we’re told, offer lifetime immunity.
Another way you can confirm this yourself is by remembering your history. Remember
when the Europeans came to America centuries ago and killed off masses of American
Indians by accidentally giving them smallpox? Well, if the Indians died of smallpox, why
didn’t the Europeans die of smallpox? (There were no vaccines in the 1600’s and 1700’s.)
The answer is because the Europeans had already been exposed and built up lifetime immunity to the disease.
Thus, the reason the European invaders of North America did not die from smallpox
wasn’t because they were vaccinated; it was because they had already been exposed to
the disease and had built up active immunity against it (by producing their own antibodies which last a lifetime). Thus, the Europeans could be exposed to smallpox over and
over again with no symptoms of infection. They were effectively “immune” to smallpox,
in exactly the same way a human being living today becomes immune to a winter flu
strain by first being exposed to the full strength strain (in the wild) and then building up
their own antibodies in an automatic adaptive response.
But don’t expect the vaccine industry to educate anyone on how infectious disease and
antibodies really work. They’re too busy selling annual flu shots to bother with scientific
facts.

The flu vaccine manufacturing machine is on high output
“Five vaccine manufacturers announced plans to make between 166 million and 173
million doses for the coming season,” says the same article mentioned above. That’s the
highest vaccine manufacturing output for the USA in the history of vaccines.
With all these 170 million (or so) vaccines sitting around by the time the winter rolls
around, the CDC is obviously going to have to kick its propaganda and fear mongering
into high gear to convince people to buy all these vaccines. This is going to be doubly difficult considering the inconvenient fact that all the people who got vaccinated last year
already received vaccines against these same viral strains!
So, in other words, the CDC must now convince 170 million people that last year’s vaccine was such a complete failure that they need the exact same vaccines this year -- and
somehow this year’s vaccine will work better even though it’s exactly the same as last
year’s vaccine. How will they accomplish this?
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It’s simple: They won’t talk much about the fact that this year’s flu vaccine is identical to
last year’s flu vaccine. They’ll just repeat their blatant lies about vaccines offering near100 percent protection against the flu -- an insinuation so blatantly false that the FTC
should actually charge the vaccine manufacturers with false advertising.
And the great unknowing masses will, of course, line up to be injected yet again with
the same cocktail of viral strains and vaccine preservatives that didn’t work for them last
year! Because the hilarious truth about flu vaccines is that most of the people who get
sick from the flu each year are the same people who were vaccinated against the
flu!
Yep, it’s the devastating secret of the vaccine industry: Most of the flu victims each year
are precisely the same people who took the flu shots. And now you know why that is so
-- because the flu vaccine shots simply don’t work. Even if you do believe they work at
first, even the CDC openly admits -- on the record -- that “flu vaccines stop working after
several months.”
They fade out like a set of old batteries, in other words. And that right there is proof that
flu vaccines don’t produce a true antibody response.

The great vaccine marketing con: Annual vaccine shots
The CDC is now engaged in the marketing of annual vaccination of the entire population. That’s the game, you see: Convince people they need an annual flu shot just to stay
healthy. It’s a complete marketing con, of course, but it’s necessary to keep the flu vaccine
profit machine humming along each winter.
In doing this, the CDC is now running a criminal marketing racket to falsely push
vaccines as the solution even though flu vaccines simply don’t work. For every 100
people vaccinated against the winter flu, by the way, 99 of them will experience no difference whatsoever in their flu outcomes. Even using the industry’s own best evidence,
flu vaccines are no more than one percent effective at actually preventing the flu (http://
www.naturalnews.com/029641_v...) -- and that’s only during the first few months before
they “fade out.”
One of the CDC’s own vaccine scientists -- a man who received millions of dollars in
grant money from the CDC -- was recently indicted by a federal grand jury for money
laundering and fraud (http://www.naturalnews.com/032216_T...). Check out the NaturalNews diagram called Poul Thorsen’s Alleged Web of Fraud to see the complete web
of deceit under which the key players of the vaccine fraud industry operate: http://www.
naturalnews.com/files/We...
The truth is that the CDC abandoned real science long ago and is now engaged almost
entirely in infectious disease fear mongering and the wholesale prostitution of itself to
the vaccine industry. The CDC has become to the vaccine industry what infomercial guru
Tony Little is to exercise equipment. This is an agency that now functions as little more
than the marketing branch of the vaccine giants.
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As part of that total prostitution of itself to the vaccine makers, last year the CDC even
announced that virtually everyone should get annual flu vaccine shots, including pregnant women!

You can immunize yourself against the winter flu
But here’s the other dirty little secret the CDC absolutely does not want you to know: If
you skip the vaccine, boost your vitamin D intake, and encounter the flu naturally,
you will build your own lifetime antibodies against the infection.
Got that? So the best way to immunize yourself against a particular strain of the winter
flu is to dose up on vitamin D, boost your nutritional intake, get healthy and then just go
out into the world and stop worrying about exposing yourself to the flu. You’ll pick it up
somewhere, and if your immune system is functioning well with high levels of vitamin
D (that’s the vitamin that “activates” your immune response to flu infections), your body
will build its own antibodies, and you won’t even know it! You will have what’s called a
“symptomless infection” and won’t even know your body successfully fought off the viral
invader.
Better yet, because you were exposed to the real viral strain in the wild (and not some
weakened strain in a flu vaccine shot), your body will maintain lifetime immunity to
that viral strain. And isn’t that the goal of immunization in the first place?
Immunizing yourself, you see, works far better than relying on the vaccine industry to
immunize you through some artificial means (an injection). Their immunization, it turns
out, simply doesn’t work reliably. And that’s why the sad sellouts and prostitutes of the
vaccine industry have to keep pushing their same lame flu shots year after year, with no
improvements and virtually zero effectiveness.
And the same ignorant consumers line up year after year to get the same failed flu shots
year after year... then they wonder why they still get sick year after year.
Do the math, folks. This is not rocket science. If flu shots worked as well as your own immune response to a natural infection, then you would only need one shot in your entire
life for any given viral flu strain. But that, of course, would be bad for vaccine profits.
They need suckers to believe in annual flu shots so they can keep raking in the big bucks
year after year.

